Remote Learning Plan 2020-2021
Year 9 Remote Learning Expectations
Causeway School
Current remote learning expectations:
- Lessons (Presentations) will be uploaded to google classroom for students following the
students remote timetable.
- At least one of these per subject will be a teacher led, live or pre recorded session that allows
students to pause and rewind.
- Although some lessons may include a variety of sources, all work will be set via Google
classroom
- Work should be shared with teachers on Google classroom or via email for feedback from staff
- Please refer to the timetable of work setting below which also now includes the timings of
lessons, break, lunch and tutor. We have also included a wellbeing hour at the end of each day.
- Students can submit work on google docs, photo evidence if on paper - please ensure they
check with class teachers if they are unsure.
Expectations for teacher marking and feedback
- The work assigned should be submitted through google classroom and staff should be giving
feedback to individuals on a 2-3 week cycle.
- Please be aware that the marking of assessments will be prioritised.

Format of lessons:
At present our policy is that live lessons are delivered to year 11 only but this may change.
The rationale behind this:
Our preference is the use of pre-recorded video lessons using a screen recording platform such as
Loom or Google Meet.
- This allows for QA of resources.
- It allows students to work at their own pace - they can pause and rewind.
- Students can still contact their teachers through google classroom for support as and
when necessary.
- Pre-recorded lessons arguably enable greater teacher-student interaction, by allowing
the teacher to focus on addressing misconceptions, answering student questions,
and stretching and challenging understanding, rather than primarily focusing on
delivery of lesson content.

Tutor Contact:
All students should have received an invite to join a tutor group classroom.
Tutors will be checking in with students 3 times a week.
This is so we can maintain contact with students and encourage communication and support.
It is also another opportunity to ask for help or support if needed.

Remote Learning Timetable:
In addition students will receive one assembly (live or pre recorded) per week.
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